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Problem StatementWhat if a child could program a









Robot?
What if a programmer’s
imagination could be captured
into the Robot Control?
What if we could test the actions
many times without effort before
implementing the Robot?
What if we could control the
Robot using our Mobile?
What if ...........?

Introduction
Sensor inputs

Control
outputs

Program

Robot Actions

Control of the Robot involves the
following parts:
 Inputs from the environment: Any
robot will work in a specific
environment
 Processing the information in the
robot processor. e.g. programming of
chip sets like Atmel processor.
 Dissemination of these commands to
its various parts: This internal
communication of messages to robot
parts, for e.g. motors in arms or wheels.

Existing Work in this
Area
 Sensor based Robot
Control
 Line Following Algorithm

 Obstacle Avoidance Algorithm

 Integration using Pre-

programmed/Preassembled components
and control software.
LEGO Graphical User Interface
Src:
http://theresaneil.wordpress.com/2011/08
/06/cool-software-for-kids/

Our Solution

Our solution comprises of the
following components:
 An animation-based
mechanism to specify the
actions of the robot.
 A sequence analyser software
module which translates the
animated steps to granular
tasks.
 Distribution of these granular
tasks to the robot using an
android software module.

We propose 2 mechanisms to control the robot.
 A manual sequence of calibrated messages are sent from a GUI to the
robot over bluetooth. This results in predetermined actions in the
robot. Eg. Move, Turn, etc.
 Alice-based animation program [9] is used to represent an avatar of
the robot and generate a sequence of procedures to control the robot.
These are sent over Bluetooth to the robot which results in the robot
mimicking corresponding actions of the avatar.
An android program hosted on a Bluetooth capable mobile is used to
send control messages to the robot

ImplementationCreating Robot Control
Specifications using Animation
Use animation software Alice 3.1 to
create virtual environments, actors
and specify actions to them.
The strip can be iteratively verified
and tuned to adjust the actions and
behavior of avatars which
represent the robot.

Converting Animation Specifications
to Control Commands
In our approach, the animation
software saves the animation
sequence in an open format using
Extended Markup Language
We map these actions corresponding
to the avatar into commands to the
robot.

Distribution of Granular Tasks in Robot
We use an android program running on
the mobile to send the control
commands mapped from the animation
sequence to the robot.
We use a Bluetooth interface to
communicate between the android
mobile and the robot. Our robot
specifications are as below Robot Controller Board with ATMEGA16
processor mounted on a Roundbot
 2 Servo motors and Pan Tilt for arm
movement
 2 DC motors for lateral movement
 Bluetooth UART module
 USB-Bluetooth Servo Controller Board

The physical robot mimics the
actions of the avatar “Roger” in
animation.

Advantages

Our approach has the following advantages:
 Use of Animation makes Robo
programming fun!
 We use a wireless interface between the
controller and the robot.
 Open source prototype and an open format
for representing the granular tasks in the
animation software makes it easier for us to
extend and translate the actions.
 We can iteratively review and tune the robot
actions without actually investing in
building the robot. This we see as the
biggest advantage and cost saving factor.
 Our intention by this project is to open up
the world of robot programming to children
like us who are good in art and animation
and interested in robotics.

Conclusion
 Use of robots are becoming popular in many different domains.

However, difficulty in programming robots is becoming a hurdle for
children, robotics enthusiasts and other first-timers.
 In this paper, we presented three mechanisms to make their life easier.
We proposed
 an animation based programming approach to control the robot, a Bluetooth- based

wireless interface to control the robot
 and an android mobile to host the controller.
 We discussed the architecture of our solution, the details of our prototype
implementation, and the advantages of our approach.

 Our future work includes a standard module for mapping animation to

robot control. We intend to enhance our prototype to handle more
representations and actions in the sequence analyser module, and
control a group of robots.

 Please visit our demo tomorrow at the Junior Exhibition of

Robofest
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